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Shortages of mineral commodities can arise for numerous reasons—mineral depletion, inadequate investment in new mines and processing facilities, unanticipated surges in demand, cartels, embargoes, wars, mine accidents, and even prolonged strikes. It is useful, however, to separate mineral commodity shortages into two distinct groups. The first includes shortages due to mineral depletion; the second, shortages owing to all other causes. The two types of shortages differ in almost all respects.

Shortages caused by depletion are extremely rare. Indeed, it is hard to identify any in the past. Of course, this does not preclude such shortages in the future. Should they occur, they are likely to last for a long time and possibly forever. As a result, at least potentially, they pose a serious threat to human welfare.

In contrast, shortages arising for other reasons are quite common. During World War II, both the Allies and Axis powers suffered from numerous shortages as traditional supply sources were curtailed or cut off. In 1973, the major oil-exporting countries cut their production and imposed an embargo on shipments to the United States and the Netherlands, causing a global shortage of this important commodity. During the early years of this century, the dramatic economic boom in China caused global demand and prices for many commodities to surge. While they last, these shortages can be quite painful, but rarely do they persist for more than a few years. The sharply higher prices that they unleash provide strong incentives to find new sources of supply, to substitute alternative materials, and to undertake other self-correcting actions. As a result, they do not pose a major threat to the long-run welfare of humanity.

This article focuses on mineral depletion, the first and potentially more serious source of shortages. It begins by describing the two dominant mental models that geologists, resource economists, and others including the general public use when assessing the threat of mineral depletion. It then examines the implications that flow from each for the future availability of mineral commodities and for the public
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policies needed to address the threat of mineral depletion. Finally, it compares the usefulness of these models by highlighting their limitations and shortcomings.

DUELING PARADIGMS

The first of the mental models—known in the resource economics literature as the fixed stock paradigm and which for brevity we will refer to as the physical view or model of depletion—is the most popular, presumably because of its simple and persuasive logic. It starts with the observation that the Earth is finite. So the amount of copper or any other mineral commodity contained in the Earth is also finite. While the resources from which supply is extracted are a fixed stock, demand is a flow variable (Brooks, 1976). Every year we need more oil, platinum, and zinc. Eventually, as a result, demand will exhaust our available stocks of resources. Moreover, given economic development and rising population, many believe the end will come sooner rather than later.

A central question for those who view mineral depletion through the lens of this mental model is: How long will our available resources last? What are their life expectancies? To answer this question requires data on (a) the available stock of resources and (b) the current and future consumption for the commodity. While information on current consumption is readily available, future consumption has to be estimated. This is often done by simply assuming that consumption in future years will be the same as current consumption or by assuming that consumption will increase in the future at some given percentage rate (often the same or similar rate at which the commodity’s consumption has increased over some recent historical period).

There are many, quite different measures used for the available stock. Some studies, such as the widely read and influential book Limits to Growth by Meadows et al. (1972), use reserves—defined as the amount of a mineral commodity found in known deposits that are profitable to exploit given current prices and other conditions—or some multiple of reserves to allow for new discoveries and other developments increasing reserves over time.

Other studies, such as Gordon, Bertram, and Graedel (2006) use resources, which by definition include current reserves as well as other identified and undiscovered resources that could become reserves in the future (which they call “potentially feasible reserves”).

Still other studies, for example, Mudd and Weng (2012) use what they call remaining ultimately recoverable resources or URRs. This approach identifies all known deposits, estimates the total amount of the mineral commodity these deposits contained before any mining, and then calculates the quantity of the commodity remaining to be mined. Despite the use of the word resources, URRs are defined in a much more restrictive manner than the resources defined as current and potentially feasible reserves.

Finally, a few studies, including Tilton (2006), use “resource base” to measure fixed stocks. The resource base includes all of a mineral commodity found in the Earth’s crust.

Life expectancies vary greatly depending on the assumptions made regarding future consumption and the available stock. In the case of copper, for example, at current production rates, reserves would last about 40 years, resources a little over 300 years, and the resource base some 84 million years (Tilton and Guzmán, 2016). The latter figure might suggest we have more pressing problems to address. However, if we assume future production grows at just 2 percent a year, rather than remaining at its current level, the 84 million figure drops to just 723 years, a nice illustration of the tyranny of exponential growth and
just how sensitive estimates of life expectancies can be to the assumptions made regarding growth in consumption.

The second mental model—known in the professional literature as the *opportunity cost paradigm* and which again for brevity we will refer to as the *economic view* or model of depletion—offers a quite different perspective on mineral depletion and the threat it poses. It focuses on what society has to give up to obtain another barrel of oil or ton of cobalt. Real (inflation-adjusted) commodity prices are by far the most widely used measure of this sacrifice or opportunity cost, as reliable price data are readily available for many mineral commodities over extended periods of time. According to the economic model of depletion, for example, the decline in the real price of aluminum since 1900 indicates that this commodity has actually become more available or less scarce despite the rapid growth in its consumption and production over this period. Similarly, the difference between the price of gold and silver reflects the greater scarcity of gold.

Of course, prices reflect not just depletion, but all the forces shaping mineral commodity availability and scarcity, including wars, unexpected surges in demand, inadequate investment in new mines and processing facility, embargoes, and the other causes of shortages. So, when assessing mineral depletion, it is important to focus on long-run trends in real prices, for as noted earlier depletion affects availability over the long run while the other causes of shortages typically persist only over the short run.

Viewing depletion through the lens of the economic model does not force one to conclude that depletion must at some point cause shortages. Rather, the future hinges largely on the competition between cost reductions resulting from new technology (and perhaps new deposit discoveries) and cost increases owing to depletion (and perhaps higher wages and other input costs). When new technology more than offsets the upward pressure on costs from depletion, as has been the case for aluminum, real prices over the long run trend downward, indicating increasing availability.

Many studies have examined the long-run trends in real commodity prices.\(^1\) In some instances, including aluminum and nickel, the trend is downward. In most instances, the trend is not significant, suggesting the new technology has more or less just offset the effects of depletion. What the available studies do not find are mineral commodities whose long-run real price trends are significantly upward, indicating that depletion is causing increasing scarcity. While this favorable situation may continue into the distant future, this of course need not be the case.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Does it matter which of the mental models of depletion we adopt? Indeed, it matters greatly. The two models have very different implications for the nature of depletion as well as for the public policies needed to cope with the threat that it poses.

One of the important differences we have already noted. With the physical model, depletion is inevitable. The resources from which we can extract mineral commodities are fixed stocks. Because consumption is a flow variable that continues year after year, eventually it will deplete the available stocks. The critical question is simply how long do we have before we run out?

---

\(^1\) Surveys of this literature are found in Krautkraemer (1998) and Tilton (2003, Ch. 4).
With the economic model, depletion-induced shortages are possible but not inevitable. This is because it uses differences and trends in real prices, rather than physical quantities, to assess availability. So new technologies and other cost-reducing developments may in the future, as they have in the past, offset the upward pressure that depletion exerts on mineral commodity costs and prices. In this respect, the economic model of depletion offers a less pessimistic view of the future.

The two mental models also predict different scenarios as to how depletion-induced shortages are likely to emerge. With the physical view, humanity can cruise from one decade to the next with little to suggest that a crisis is looming on the horizon. Only when the cupboard is bare, when the available stocks are gone, does the pending transition to a much more difficult future become clear. With the economic view, should new technology fail to offset the negative effects of depletion, the production costs and prices of mineral commodities would rise, perhaps slowly but persistently over long run, providing humanity with early evidence of increasing scarcity. Moreover, as noted earlier, rising real prices would encourage a number of activities that mitigate or alleviate scarcity—more exploration, better production technologies from exploration through reuse, the substitution of alternative materials, more recycling, and resource-saving new technologies.

The two mental models also offer quite different approaches for identifying those commodities most threatened by depletion. With the physical model one employs estimates of the fixed stock and future consumption to calculate life expectancies. Those commodities with short life expectancies, such as zinc, are presumed most vulnerable and hence most in need of our attention.

With the economic model, the focus is instead on commodities whose future production costs and prices could rise greatly. These are commodities currently produced from low-cost but limited sources, which if exhausted would require production from much higher cost sources. For example, many minor metals, such as indium, niobium, thorium, rhodium, palladium, and the rare earths, are now produced as byproducts or coproducts with other metals. Major new uses in electric cars, renewable energy facilities, or other high-tech products could cause their demand to surge requiring their production as main products at much higher costs (Lokanc, Eggert, and Dixon, 2015; Jordan et al., 2015; Janiński, Meredith, and Kirwan, 2017). Even major metals could conceivably experience sharply higher production costs and prices in the future if the low-cost sources of supply from which they are currently extracted become exhausted. Skinner (1976) has suggested this could happen to copper if at some point society depletes its traditional sulfide ores and has to extract this metal from silicate minerals instead.

On the other hand, some mineral commodities have large unexploited sources of supply whose production costs do not greatly exceed current prices. For example, lithium can be extracted from seawater, an almost infinite source of supply, at costs that are higher but not greatly higher than lithium’s current price (Yaksic and Tilton, 2009). Such commodities are not likely to experience sharply higher costs and prices and hence depletion-induced shortages, even if their current sources of supply are depleted.

Turning to public policies, advocates of the physical view of depletion advocate measures that extend the life expectancies of mineral commodities. These include conservation, recycling, and, where possible, the substitution of renewable resources for nonrenewable mineral commodities. They contend that current market prices are not good indicators of future scarcity (a concern discussed in the next section) and hence the true value of postponing the use of limited mineral resources. As a result, these measures are worth pursuing beyond what the market indicates is profitable. Government subsidies, regulations, and other measures are needed to tilt private incentives toward a more benevolent—that is, restrictive—use of remaining mineral resources. For this and other reasons, advocates of the physical view of depletion
often believe that strong and comprehensive government actions are desirable to ensure the optimal use of mineral resources over time.

The advocates of the economic view favor public policies that promote the new technologies needed to offset the adverse effects of depletion. Ultimately, as noted earlier, whether or not depletion becomes a serious threat depends on the ability of new technology to keep the cost-increasing effects of depletion from pushing commodity prices higher. Recycling, conservation, and the substitution of renewable for nonrenewable resources can slow the negative effects of depletion and increase commodity life expectancies. However, new cost-reducing technologies offer the possibility of keeping depletion indefinitely in check.

The economic view of depletion also tends to favor more reliance on markets and less on government controls for allocating mineral resources. This is, in part, because it sees depletion-induced shortages, if they do occur, emerging slowly over the long run in the form of persistent increases in real prices. Assuming that the government does not impose price controls or other counterproductive measures, higher prices as already noted encourage the market to undertake self-correcting actions that mitigate shortages. The economic view recognizes that government policies are necessary to correct market imperfections, such as the external costs associated with greenhouse gas emissions and other forms of pollution. But its approach is to improve the functioning of markets and then let markets make the important decisions regarding the production and use of mineral commodities, rather than have the government directly involved in these decisions (Tilton et al., 2018).

SHORTCOMINGS

The preceding sections describe the important differences between the physical and economic models and highlight their very different implications for the nature of depletion and for public policies. They show that which of these models we adopt does matter. This section explores the weaknesses of each model. It argues that, despite the widespread acceptance of the physical model and despite its simple and persuasive logic, the economic model provides the more useful and valid insights needed to understand depletion and its threat.

Before examining the shortcomings of the physical model, however, it is important to acknowledge several limitations of the economic model:

First, trends in real prices take into account only those costs that are internalized or paid for by producing firms. Because they may not reflect all pollution and other external costs, they are not necessarily a good measure of the opportunity cost to society and hence the scarcity of mineral commodities. More specifically, if the share of the total costs to society that firms pay over time is declining, trends in real prices will overestimate the increasing trend in availability when real prices are falling and underestimate the increasing trend in scarcity when real prices are rising. This is because prices track just the costs incurred by producing firms. Of course, just the opposite is the case if the costs that producing firms pay account for a rising share of the total costs to society over time.

So, we would like to know whether the share of the total costs that firms pay has been rising or falling. Unfortunately, the answer is uncertain. Over time, society has placed a higher value on the environmental amenities that pollution undermines, increasing external costs. At the same time, however, governments around the world have forced firms to reduce and pay for much more of the damage that their operations do to the environment. If these two opposing developments roughly offset each other, reported price data provide a reasonably accurate reflection of the trends in the full costs to society of mineral products.
Second, price trends reflect all the causes of scarcity, not just depletion. The others, as noted earlier are particularly important in the short run and much less important over the long run. So, when using prices to assess the impact of depletion, it is important to focus on the long-run trends in real prices and to ignore the often volatile swings in prices over the short run.

Third, as also noted earlier, there is no guarantee that past trends in real prices will continue into the future. For this and other reasons, future trends in commodity prices are uncertain and difficult to reliably estimate.

If markets operated perfectly, current prices would reflect future shortages. This is because investors would accumulate stocks today, raising the current price, in order to sell them in the future, when prices were higher as a result of increased scarcity. In this case, current prices would reflect both current and future scarcity. But markets are not perfect. They suffer from uncertainty about future demand and supply as well as other imperfections. So current commodity prices are not a reliable indication of future availability.

Without some idea of how costs and prices are likely to evolve in the future, the economic model cannot shed helpful insights into where and when mineral commodity shortages are likely to arise. As the previous section pointed out, however, information on the availability of subeconomic sources of supply for mineral commodities can provide a way around this shortcoming. In particular, depletion is not likely to pose much of a threat for those commodities that can be extracted from abundant resources at costs only slightly higher than current production costs.

We need to be aware of these shortcomings of the economic view of depletion. They are not trivial and can complicate the assessment of mineral depletion. Still, they are far less serious than the following shortcomings, which plague the physical view of depletion.

1. Many mineral commodities, including all the metals, are not destroyed when used. The world contains as much iron or platinum today as it did a hundred or a thousand years ago, aside from the small amounts that have been shot into space and the larger though still minute amounts in the meteors and other debris from space. Consumption may degrade a commodity, making it too expensive to recycle profitably, but this is an issue of costs, not of physical availability.

2. In most end uses, mineral commodities compete with substitutes for market share. Should petroleum, a mineral commodity that is destroyed when used, become scarce, society could switch to other sources of energy—natural gas, wind, and solar power (whose supply for all practicable purposes is unlimited). Should copper become scarce, society could substitute aluminum, plastics, fiber optics, and other materials in various end uses.

3. The Earth’s crust contains huge amounts of all mineral commodities. Physical availability is not the relevant constraint. Long before the last barrel of oil, the last ton of coal, or the last ounce of silver were pulled from the Earth, the costs of extraction would rise, choking off demand in one end use after another until no demand remained. If mineral depletion threatens the future availability of mineral commodities, it will do so by pushing costs up and extinguishing demand, not by extracting the last remaining molecules of oil or atoms of silver from the Earth.
In the words of one prominent mineral economist (Humphreys, 2018), “… there is a tendency to talk about depletion as if the notion is self-evident and that it is all about the quantity of mineral resources and ore grades. And yet depletion is also about quality, about the size and depth of deposits, the complexity of mineralogy, the hardness of the rock, the presence of deleterious constituents, etc. This is not just an omission in the analysis it is also a further argument in favour of the ‘economic’ perspective since this perspective can manage such complications much more readily than can a fixed paradigm model focused almost exclusively on the quantitative.”

The advocates of the physical view of depletion contend that physical availability is nevertheless relevant. What is important is to define properly the appropriate fixed stock: namely, the amount of a mineral commodity that ultimately can be recovered profitably from the available resources. They acknowledge that reserves provide estimates that are too low. This is, in part, because mining companies estimate reserves to obtain a working inventory of their economically extractable supplies and so reserve data reflect corporate philosophy on how much effort should be expended to gather geologic information on a mineral property. In addition, new discoveries and new technologies are constantly creating new reserves (U.S. Geological Survey, annual; Schulz et al., 2017, p. A4-A5).

On the other hand, the resource base clearly provides estimates of the fixed stock that are way too large, since most of the resource base will never be economic to exploit. Somewhere in between, however, there is a figure that accurately reflects the fixed stock. Perhaps it is a multiple of current reserves; perhaps it is current estimates of resources; perhaps it is some other figure.

But, is it possible to identify the fixed stock of resources that will be economic to exploit from now far into the future? In theory, the data that the U.S. Geological Survey and other organizations provide for resources should provide this information, because resources include both current and future reserves. We know, however, that the estimates of resources, like those for reserves, change over time as new technologies and other developments change our view of the subeconomic identified resources and undiscovered resources that could be reserves in the future. The U.S. Geological Survey (annual), for example, has more than doubled its estimate of copper resources over just the past two decades, from 2.3 billion tons in 2000 to 5.6 billion tons today.

The difficulty of getting the fixed stock right arises because we are shooting at a moving target, whose trajectory is governed in large part by unknown and unknowable future technological developments. Will we one day be able to mine seawater profitably for the multitude of mineral commodities it contains? Will the extraction of cobalt, manganese, copper, and nickel from deep-sea nodules become economic? Will we eventually mine gold at depths 50 or 100 percent below any of our current operations? We simply do not know and have no reliable way of obtaining the information needed to know.

4. Moreover, even if we could reliably estimate the fixed stocks of resources that now or at some point in the future will be profitable to exploit, this information may provide misleading insights into the future threat of depletion. The world all but ran out of the renewable resource (sperm whales) from which it obtained whale oil for lighting in the mid-19th century. However, at that time society was shifting to alternative and cheaper sources of light (Nordhaus, 1997). And, in a quote variously attributed to Royal Dutch Shell’s Don Hubert and former Saudi oil minister Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, “The Stone Age did not end because the world ran out of stones, and the Oil Age will not end because we run out of oil.” (Quote Investigator, 2018). If it is falling demand for oil due to new and cheaper alternative energy sources that brings the Oil Age to an end, the resulting decline in exploitable petroleum stocks will pose no threat to the future welfare of society.
As it is for oil, so it is for other mineral commodities: Prices and the sacrifices that society has to make to obtain another barrel of oil or ton of aluminum provide the most useful insights into the future and the threat that we face from depletion, rather than the physical quantities of our remaining exploitable resource stocks.

For these reasons, it is the economic model, not the physical model, that is most helpful and useful when assessing depletion and designing public policies for coping with the threat that it poses to future welfare of humanity.
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